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“Suzaku, go five steps forward!” 

“Genbu, turn!” 

As Alex shouted, the four divine beast statues started moving. Alex had to 
obtain the evil Bodhi’s memories, as this was the only way to open this altar 
up. 

A few minutes later, a gigantic hole appeared in the middle of the platform, 
with a long flight of stairs descending down. 

“Let’s go! ” Alex took the lead, with the others following closely behind. 

Several spirits then reached their hands out from the dark space, trying to 
capture them. However, Alex was repeatedly chanting, sending out invisible 
energy waves and forcing them away. 

Phoenix then brought out a bead, concentrating her divine power, making the 
bead glow. 

“Go!” 

In an instant, the bead flew down automatically, leading the way for the group. 
Moreover, the glow became brighter and brighter, as if it was a giant light bulb 
with hundreds of watts. After that, they were able to check out what was 
beneath them with the light, gasping in sheer shock. The space below was so 
ample that it was simply unimaginable. 

There were nine pillars that were as tall as mountains, too, supporting the 
platform. Each and every one of them had thick metal chains around them, 
tying down a person just as tall as it is. 

‘Woah, these people are way too big? They’re even taller than mountains, and 
it’s not like they’re phantoms. These are their actual bodies!’ 

Everyone was utterly stunned. 



Further down was a pitch-black pond consisting of pure blood, likely the blood 
of the Gods that flowed down the grimstone. The one above them was merely 
a pit made due to erosion. The actual place where the blood gathered was 
right in front of them. It was so large that it seemed more like an ocean than a 
pond. 

Boom! 

Suddenly, the entire space started shaking vigorously. Even the blood sea 
below them was rippling from the impact. 

Everyone’s hearts felt like they were being slammed by a giant hammer. The 
harsh pain slowly spread through their chests as well. 

“What is that noise?” Ancestor Bodhi screamed, hiding behind Alex. 

“Hey hey hey, why are you grabbing onto me? My pants are going to fall off.” 
Alex slapped Ancestor Bodhi’s claws off. 

“I think it came from the mountains,” Shelly spoke up, then turned to Alex. 
“You’re the one who opened it up, so you should at least have a bit of 
information about this place, right?” 

Alex said, “I just know that all the people of the Witch Kingdom died here. 

Boom! 

With another loud noise, Phoenix lost her balance for a brief second, nearly 
tripping. 

“That was… A heartbeat! ” She gasped. 

“It’s likely that titan’s heart.” 

“Not that one. It’s coming from those titans, the nine that are tied up. Their 
hearts are still beating. They’re still alive.” 

The realization made them frozen in place, especially Ancestor Bodhi since he 
was rather timid. He ended up shrieking and nearly falling straight into the 
blood sea. 

‘What even is this mechanism?’ 



Boom! 

Boom, boom… 

The heartbeats became faster, sounding one after another. 

Suddenly, two rays of light came from one of the pillars. One of the titans had 
opened its eyes. 
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“Ah! Oh my god!” Ancestor Bodhi screamed once again. 

He looked as if he were about to break down mentally. His eyes widened. 
After that, more pairs of eyes opened up as well, until all nine had opened 
their eyes. They even turned their heads to look at the group. 

In the end, all titans were staring straight at Alex. 

“Hey, kiddo, they’re all looking at you. Are they interested in you?” Ancestor 
Bodhi chuckled rudely. “You opened the place anyway, so it might be fate. 
Why don’t you try communicating with them, hmm?” 

Alex was annoyed, grabbing him over and placing the Bodhi right in front of 
himself. ‘You’re a f*cking coward, yet you still dare to make such sarcastic 
remarks!’ 

“Whoaa…” Ancestor Bodhi cried out loud. 

Just then, nine of those titans started shouting together. The noise was earth-
shattering, causing the entire atmosphere to change drastically as waves 
erupted from the blood sea. The bottom of the sea then slowly showed itself. 

Surprisingly, an endless number of people crowded together as if they were 
canned sardines. They stood neatly in rows, looking upwards as if they were 
looking at their gods. Their eyes were fixated on the nine titans. 

All of them had more people coming out beneath their feet. They didn’t move 
in the slightest, as if they had been locked in this state since the beginning. 



“What is that?” Alex quivered, unable to describe his shock. Suddenly, he 
couldn’t hear anything behind him, not even anyone’s breathing. 

‘What’s happening?’ He turned to look, only to be shocked once more. 

Shelly, Phoenix, and even Ancestor Bodhi, who was still in his hands, had all 
lost their consciousnesses as if they had turned into logs. He was the only one 
awake at the time. Meanwhile, waves of blood continued to erupt as the metal 
chains around one of the titan’s feet were tugged on. The sounds of metal 
clanking against each other sounded in the air while a ray of light shone 
through. 

A while later, Alex heard a light sigh next to his ears. 

Sigh… 

It was a woman’s sigh, but not from any woman Alex knew, and that gave him 
goosebumps. He immediately turned and looked around, yet didn’t notice 
anyone. 

“Who was that?” 

“Who’s speaking?” 

However, another sigh appeared next to his ears. It seemed longer and 
nearer, too, so much so that it felt like someone let out a sigh right beside him. 
He could even feel the air brushing against his ear lobe. Although Alex was 
quite courageous, he just couldn’t help but feel a little freaked out by such an 
environment. 

“Show yourself!” 

“Who is it? Stop playing tricks and get your *ss out here!” Alex was mad. 

His yelling echoed over the blood sea. 

With a light thud, the bead Phoenix threw out suddenly fell straight into the 
blood sea and disappeared. With the light source gone, the glow in the titan’s 
eyes was extinguished. The entire underground space turned pitch black, and 
he couldn’t see anything. 

Sigh… Another sigh echoed through. 



Alex was now mad. ‘This voice definitely belongs to some b*tch. Why is she 
even sighing next to my ear? She went from my left ear to my right, then back 
to my front.’ 

Just then, a voice said softly, “You’re late… You came a million years too 
late…” 

Alex was stunned. 

“Why..?” 

“Why did you come so late?” 

He asked loudly, “Who are you? And where are you? Can you at least come 
out?” 

The woman’s voice responded. “Am I not in front of you?” 

“In front of me?” 

Alex reached out, hoping to feel his way toward this being, but it was no avail. 
All he felt was air. 

“La, la, la…” 

The woman started humming a nice melody. Her voice was perfectly beautiful 
as well. Despite this, the melody sounded quite sad and could make anyone 
extremely emotional just from hearing it. As the melody continued, tears 
started trickling down Alex’s cheek out of nowhere. 

‘Wait… What’s with me?’ 
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“Ah! Oh my god!” Ancestor Bodhi screamed once again. 

He looked as if he were about to break down mentally. His eyes widened. 
After that, more pairs of eyes opened up as well, until all nine had opened 
their eyes. They even turned their heads to look at the group. 



In the end, all titans were staring straight at Alex. 

“Hey, kiddo, they’re all looking at you. Are they interested in you?” Ancestor 
Bodhi chuckled rudely. “You opened the place anyway, so it might be fate. 
Why don’t you try communicating with them, hmm?” 

Alex was annoyed, grabbing him over and placing the Bodhi right in front of 
himself. ‘You’re a f*cking coward, yet you still dare to make such sarcastic 
remarks!’ 

“Whoaa…” Ancestor Bodhi cried out loud. 

Just then, nine of those titans started shouting together. The noise was earth-
shattering, causing the entire atmosphere to change drastically as waves 
erupted from the blood sea. The bottom of the sea then slowly showed itself. 

Surprisingly, an endless number of people crowded together as if they were 
canned sardines. They stood neatly in rows, looking upwards as if they were 
looking at their gods. Their eyes were fixated on the nine titans. 

All of them had more people coming out beneath their feet. They didn’t move 
in the slightest, as if they had been locked in this state since the beginning. 

“What is that?” Alex quivered, unable to describe his shock. Suddenly, he 
couldn’t hear anything behind him, not even anyone’s breathing. 

‘What’s happening?’ He turned to look, only to be shocked once more. 

Shelly, Phoenix, and even Ancestor Bodhi, who was still in his hands, had all 
lost their consciousnesses as if they had turned into logs. He was the only one 
awake at the time. Meanwhile, waves of blood continued to erupt as the metal 
chains around one of the titan’s feet were tugged on. The sounds of metal 
clanking against each other sounded in the air while a ray of light shone 
through. 

A while later, Alex heard a light sigh next to his ears. 

Sigh… 

It was a woman’s sigh, but not from any woman Alex knew, and that gave him 
goosebumps. He immediately turned and looked around, yet didn’t notice 
anyone. 



“Who was that?” 

“Who’s speaking?” 

However, another sigh appeared next to his ears. It seemed longer and 
nearer, too, so much so that it felt like someone let out a sigh right beside him. 
He could even feel the air brushing against his ear lobe. Although Alex was 
quite courageous, he just couldn’t help but feel a little freaked out by such an 
environment. 

“Show yourself!” 

“Who is it? Stop playing tricks and get your *ss out here!” Alex was mad. 

His yelling echoed over the blood sea. 

With a light thud, the bead Phoenix threw out suddenly fell straight into the 
blood sea and disappeared. With the light source gone, the glow in the titan’s 
eyes was extinguished. The entire underground space turned pitch black, and 
he couldn’t see anything. 

Sigh… Another sigh echoed through. 

Alex was now mad. ‘This voice definitely belongs to some b*tch. Why is she 
even sighing next to my ear? She went from my left ear to my right, then back 
to my front.’ 

Just then, a voice said softly, “You’re late… You came a million years too 
late…” 

Alex was stunned. 

“Why..?” 

“Why did you come so late?” 

He asked loudly, “Who are you? And where are you? Can you at least come 
out?” 

The woman’s voice responded. “Am I not in front of you?” 

“In front of me?” 



Alex reached out, hoping to feel his way toward this being, but it was no avail. 
All he felt was air. 

“La, la, la…” 

The woman started humming a nice melody. Her voice was perfectly beautiful 
as well. Despite this, the melody sounded quite sad and could make anyone 
extremely emotional just from hearing it. As the melody continued, tears 
started trickling down Alex’s cheek out of nowhere. 

‘Wait… What’s with me?’ 
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“Ah! Oh my god!” Ancestor Bodhi screamed once again. 

He looked as if he were about to break down mentally. His eyes widened. 
After that, more pairs of eyes opened up as well, until all nine had opened 
their eyes. They even turned their heads to look at the group. 

In the end, all titans were staring straight at Alex. 

“Hey, kiddo, they’re all looking at you. Are they interested in you?” Ancestor 
Bodhi chuckled rudely. “You opened the place anyway, so it might be fate. 
Why don’t you try communicating with them, hmm?” 

Alex was annoyed, grabbing him over and placing the Bodhi right in front of 
himself. ‘You’re a f*cking coward, yet you still dare to make such sarcastic 
remarks!’ 

“Whoaa…” Ancestor Bodhi cried out loud. 

Just then, nine of those titans started shouting together. The noise was earth-
shattering, causing the entire atmosphere to change drastically as waves 
erupted from the blood sea. The bottom of the sea then slowly showed itself. 

Surprisingly, an endless number of people crowded together as if they were 
canned sardines. They stood neatly in rows, looking upwards as if they were 
looking at their gods. Their eyes were fixated on the nine titans. 



All of them had more people coming out beneath their feet. They didn’t move 
in the slightest, as if they had been locked in this state since the beginning. 

“What is that?” Alex quivered, unable to describe his shock. Suddenly, he 
couldn’t hear anything behind him, not even anyone’s breathing. 

‘What’s happening?’ He turned to look, only to be shocked once more. 

Shelly, Phoenix, and even Ancestor Bodhi, who was still in his hands, had all 
lost their consciousnesses as if they had turned into logs. He was the only one 
awake at the time. Meanwhile, waves of blood continued to erupt as the metal 
chains around one of the titan’s feet were tugged on. The sounds of metal 
clanking against each other sounded in the air while a ray of light shone 
through. 

A while later, Alex heard a light sigh next to his ears. 

Sigh… 

It was a woman’s sigh, but not from any woman Alex knew, and that gave him 
goosebumps. He immediately turned and looked around, yet didn’t notice 
anyone. 

“Who was that?” 

“Who’s speaking?” 

However, another sigh appeared next to his ears. It seemed longer and 
nearer, too, so much so that it felt like someone let out a sigh right beside him. 
He could even feel the air brushing against his ear lobe. Although Alex was 
quite courageous, he just couldn’t help but feel a little freaked out by such an 
environment. 

“Show yourself!” 

“Who is it? Stop playing tricks and get your *ss out here!” Alex was mad. 

His yelling echoed over the blood sea. 

With a light thud, the bead Phoenix threw out suddenly fell straight into the 
blood sea and disappeared. With the light source gone, the glow in the titan’s 
eyes was extinguished. The entire underground space turned pitch black, and 
he couldn’t see anything. 



Sigh… Another sigh echoed through. 

Alex was now mad. ‘This voice definitely belongs to some b*tch. Why is she 
even sighing next to my ear? She went from my left ear to my right, then back 
to my front.’ 

Just then, a voice said softly, “You’re late… You came a million years too 
late…” 

Alex was stunned. 

“Why..?” 

“Why did you come so late?” 

He asked loudly, “Who are you? And where are you? Can you at least come 
out?” 

The woman’s voice responded. “Am I not in front of you?” 

“In front of me?” 

Alex reached out, hoping to feel his way toward this being, but it was no avail. 
All he felt was air. 

“La, la, la…” 

The woman started humming a nice melody. Her voice was perfectly beautiful 
as well. Despite this, the melody sounded quite sad and could make anyone 
extremely emotional just from hearing it. As the melody continued, tears 
started trickling down Alex’s cheek out of nowhere. 

‘Wait… What’s with me?’ 
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“Ah! Oh my god!” Ancestor Bodhi screamed once again. 



He looked as if he were about to break down mentally. His eyes widened. 
After that, more pairs of eyes opened up as well, until all nine had opened 
their eyes. They even turned their heads to look at the group. 

In the end, all titans were staring straight at Alex. 

“Hey, kiddo, they’re all looking at you. Are they interested in you?” Ancestor 
Bodhi chuckled rudely. “You opened the place anyway, so it might be fate. 
Why don’t you try communicating with them, hmm?” 

Alex was annoyed, grabbing him over and placing the Bodhi right in front of 
himself. ‘You’re a f*cking coward, yet you still dare to make such sarcastic 
remarks!’ 

“Whoaa…” Ancestor Bodhi cried out loud. 

Just then, nine of those titans started shouting together. The noise was earth-
shattering, causing the entire atmosphere to change drastically as waves 
erupted from the blood sea. The bottom of the sea then slowly showed itself. 

Surprisingly, an endless number of people crowded together as if they were 
canned sardines. They stood neatly in rows, looking upwards as if they were 
looking at their gods. Their eyes were fixated on the nine titans. 

All of them had more people coming out beneath their feet. They didn’t move 
in the slightest, as if they had been locked in this state since the beginning. 

“What is that?” Alex quivered, unable to describe his shock. Suddenly, he 
couldn’t hear anything behind him, not even anyone’s breathing. 

‘What’s happening?’ He turned to look, only to be shocked once more. 

Shelly, Phoenix, and even Ancestor Bodhi, who was still in his hands, had all 
lost their consciousnesses as if they had turned into logs. He was the only one 
awake at the time. Meanwhile, waves of blood continued to erupt as the metal 
chains around one of the titan’s feet were tugged on. The sounds of metal 
clanking against each other sounded in the air while a ray of light shone 
through. 

A while later, Alex heard a light sigh next to his ears. 

Sigh… 



It was a woman’s sigh, but not from any woman Alex knew, and that gave him 
goosebumps. He immediately turned and looked around, yet didn’t notice 
anyone. 

“Who was that?” 

“Who’s speaking?” 

However, another sigh appeared next to his ears. It seemed longer and 
nearer, too, so much so that it felt like someone let out a sigh right beside him. 
He could even feel the air brushing against his ear lobe. Although Alex was 
quite courageous, he just couldn’t help but feel a little freaked out by such an 
environment. 

“Show yourself!” 

“Who is it? Stop playing tricks and get your *ss out here!” Alex was mad. 

His yelling echoed over the blood sea. 

With a light thud, the bead Phoenix threw out suddenly fell straight into the 
blood sea and disappeared. With the light source gone, the glow in the titan’s 
eyes was extinguished. The entire underground space turned pitch black, and 
he couldn’t see anything. 

Sigh… Another sigh echoed through. 

Alex was now mad. ‘This voice definitely belongs to some b*tch. Why is she 
even sighing next to my ear? She went from my left ear to my right, then back 
to my front.’ 

Just then, a voice said softly, “You’re late… You came a million years too 
late…” 

Alex was stunned. 

“Why..?” 

“Why did you come so late?” 

He asked loudly, “Who are you? And where are you? Can you at least come 
out?” 



The woman’s voice responded. “Am I not in front of you?” 

“In front of me?” 

Alex reached out, hoping to feel his way toward this being, but it was no avail. 
All he felt was air. 

“La, la, la…” 

The woman started humming a nice melody. Her voice was perfectly beautiful 
as well. Despite this, the melody sounded quite sad and could make anyone 
extremely emotional just from hearing it. As the melody continued, tears 
started trickling down Alex’s cheek out of nowhere. 

‘Wait… What’s with me?’ 
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The underground tomb of gods, the Sinless City in the Witch Kingdom, was 
completely shattered. The Pantheon Tomb had also been destroyed. Along 
with it, the huge millstone above the Sinless City burst in a roar, those dense 
runes on it losing the balance of power and being unable to continue carrying 
the blood of the Pantheon Tomb. 

It exploded. 

Boom! 

There was a massive explosion. The earth shook, as did the mountains. 

“Meow…” 

The cat demon waiting outside, Whitey, was startled by this movement and let 
out a harsh scream, panicking and fleeing to the Sinless City inside other 
buildings to temporarily hide. Otherwise, it would have to be a part of this 
massive explosion, vanishing completely in a very short period of time. 

The large grindstone fell over. It mashed down slowly. 

The gods’ altars were shattered once more. 



In the Pantheon Tomb, all of the ancient gods who had recently emerged from 
the earth knelt before Alex. 

This was not because Alex had just saved them, but because Alex’s body had 
fused the spirits of the Witch Kingdom’s nine great witch ancestors, resulting 
in Alex becoming the Great Witch Kingdom’s most powerful great witch 
ancestor, carrying the faith and abilities of the previous nine witch ancestors. 

“Are you able to leave now?” 

The entrance to the Pantheon Tomb remained open. Alex could now see that 
the existence of this door was akin to opening a backdoor in the Pantheon 
Tomb to facilitate the entry and exit of specific people. This specific person 
was unquestionably related to the person who had set the trap. 

“I’ll give it a shot!” 

The primal old devil couldn’t contain his excitement and dashed to the gate 
right away. He had to try several times before he dared to step out with one 
foot, and the result was very smooth, he actually walked out of that door and 
out of the Pantheon Tomb. 

“Hahaha!” The primal old devil burst out laughing. 

After being buried for a full million years, he laughed wildly, expressing his 
inner emotions, having restricted his freedom for a million years. Now that he 
had finally left this damned tomb, the shackles pressed on his body were 
finally free. 

The figures then rushed out of the gate one by one. These gods from the 
distant past cried and laughed as if they were insane. 

“After a million years, I’ve finally regained my freedom! I’m going to find good 
food! I can’t even wait a minute. Goodbye everyone!” 

“I’m going to meet beautiful women and fall in love, hahaha! Let’s go!” 

“Who wants to join me in my search for seafood merchants? I’m craving 
seafood!” 

“I’d like to visit my hometown…” 

Then, they ran out of the shadows all of a sudden. 



Only the Mystic Maiden of Nine Heavens remained standing beside Alex, 
laughing and crying. “You finally did it… Congratulations, and thank you!” 

“You’re very welcome!” 

“So, will you go and find that divided soul of yours?” Alex asked. 

“I suppose I will!” 

“You come with me, and I’ll give you a gift!” she said as she entered the 
Pantheon Tomb. 

She pulled Yaseen in and led him inside the Pantheon Tomb. A half-human-
high pillar stood in the center. A bead was placed at the top of the pillar. 

“This is yours to keep!” Mystic Maiden of Nine Heavens stated. 

“Can you tell me what this is?” 

“When you attach your spiritual strength to it, you’ll know.” Grinning, her 
earnest expressions were unmistakable. 

“Okay…” Alex tapped the bead with his hand. 
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The underground tomb of gods, the Sinless City in the Witch Kingdom, was 
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She was transformed into a goddess and was imprisoned inside the devil’s 
skull. 

“I’m thankful I waited so long for this! At long last, I’ll be able to kill you with my 
own hands!” 

“I no longer have to face the Witch Kingdom people, Alex. Thank you. There is 
still a long way to go. I’ll send you a heavenly origin now, and you help me 
give it to that one. On my behalf, allow her to compensate this world!” 

She emitted a beam of glowing light. 

“It’ s the heavenly glowing sands!” someone yelled. 

“It is the source of the Mystic Maiden of Nine Heavens!” 

Several people looked impatient when they saw the Mystic Maiden of Nine 
Heavens in the special cage. A million years ago, they too were close friends 
of hers. Unexpectedly, she had long been under the control of the evil devil. 

What in the world was that? 

”Goodbye, everyone!” 

“The Diffracted Universe is running out of time, and I sense that the One will 
soon arrive!” 

“Argh!” the Mystic Maiden of Nine Heavens screamed angrily. 

It eventually transformed into a cloud of light. 

She fell! 

Like fireflies in the sky, the crystal green shining light fluttered and floated 
away with the wind, more streamed into Alex’s mind palace, enveloping the 



Chaos Tree. The heavenly glowing sands emitted a soft sound as if she were 
holding the lament played by demonic chi’s death in her final moments. 

“Another old friend has passed away.” remarked the primal old devil gently, 
with a tone that was without even a tiny old demon disposition. 

An elderly gentleman sat on the ground, sobbing uncontrollably because he 
couldn’t bring himself to do it. 

“It’s pointless to cry now, Sirius Star King. If you had declared your love to the 
Mystic Maiden and received love a million years ago, perhaps she wouldn’t 
have had to face the extraterrestrial demon invasion and be in our current 
condition.” 

“How do you know I didn’t?” 

“Huh? Have you declared your love?” 

“Pah!” Sirius Star King smashed a slew of envelopes into the air. 

There were at least a thousand of them. 

“For a thousand years, I sent her one love letter a year, and guess what?! 
After a thousand years, she returned all the love letters to me, sayingI sent 
them to the incorrect spot,” Sirius dried his eyes and remarked. 

“Where did you send them?” 

“To her servant’s room. If my memory serves me well, a bad old guy was the 
servant of the Mystic Maiden. You didn’t address your letter to the Mystic 
Maiden of Nine Heavens?” 

“I wrote, my love…” 

“So you dated an old guy for a thousand years until he died of depression a 
thousand years later, still holding your love letter in your arms…” 

Alex was astounded as he listened. However, now was not the time to discuss 
it. 

“Everyone, I need to go up to find someone, do you want to go up on your 
own or with me?” 



“Go up!” 

“I, too, want to see what this great millstone that has suffocated us for so long 
looks like.” 

Soon after, a swarm of people rushed back to the altar. Alex tracked down 
Phoenix, Shelly, and the others. 

“Come on!” 

“This place is about to fall apart!” 

“Meow…” Whitey rushed down as well. 

Alex had planned to pass through the portal directly to the Dairaionji Temple, 
but now that the entire altar had exploded, there was no need to think about it, 
and the group rushed into the Pantheon Tomb and then exited through its 
gate. 

Boom! 

Accompanied by a mighty noise, the entire Sinless City sank deep into the 
ground. 
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